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1: Jim Harrison - Wikipedia
"Brown Dog" (Grove Press, ) by Jim Harrison is a compilation of the six novellas he wrote centered on the namesake
main character, all showing this personality working his way through a number of everyday life events.

I had never heard of Harrison or Brown Dog before this collection came out. I am so glad I took a chance on
something new! Brown Dog is a rascal who drinks too much, womanizes too much, and works too little.
Although not politically correct, I identified with him and laughed out loud as he found a way to make ends
meet in the UP Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Although many will be turned off by this simple and self
centered man, he is also thoughtful, soulful, and loyal. Happy and content to fish, and able to survive on very
little, I delighted in his full on hedonism and acceptance of life as he found it. Call me crazy but by the time I
finished listening to the story of the hapless, hopeless, gentle, unaffected man, I was in love. Such a wonderful
depiction of North American wilderness added immensely to this sometimes very funny, sometimes
excruciatingly poignant story. What a deeply "human" man, is Brown Dog. One of the later readers was so
ignorant of rural life that he pronounced "mow", as in "The hay mow in the barn" as "moe", like "mow the
grass". Are there no editors? I enjoyed the sedately paced story of a free man dealing with the modern world.
The stories did nice job of taking me to the deep woods of the Upper Peninsula, with their natural beauty and
the idiosyncratic characters who inhabit them, and showing me the world through the eyes of a man with far
fewer inhibitions than I. I might well get in trouble for even identifying with, much less, rather liking Brown
Dog. A good, if not great book. Well worth the time and money. Brown Dog will forever be in my memory as
one of the most unique individuals ever created in literature. How a writer could create such a detailed three
dimensional character as BD is nothing short of genius. This is also a wonderfully engaging book with many
unique characters, both human and animal, and upstate Michigan rural adventure. Lots of trout fishing,
hunting and bawdy sex. Listen to this book!!! Misogynistic, drunken, socially-maladjusted men are not
entertaining, in my opinion. I tried and tried to find something redeeming in this character or the stories - but
failed to do so. Overall 4 out of 5 stars Performance 4 out of 5 stars Story 4 out of 5 stars Bradley.
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2: Brown Dog by Jim Harrison
Jim Harrison introduced the character Brown Dog in his book "The Woman Lit by Fireflies," a collection of novellas. The
novella is a favored form of his â€” and of mine â€” and it seems.

When he was 24, on November 21, , his father and sister Judy died in an automobile accident. In , he married
Linda King, with whom he had two daughters. After a short stint as assistant professor of English at Stony
Brook University â€”66 , Harrison started working full-time as a writer. He published several collections of
novellas, two of which were eventually turned into films: Revenge and Legends of the Fall Harrison lived in
both Patagonia, Arizona , and Livingston, Montana. Parts Unknown , in an episode which first aired on May
15, Harrison died of a heart attack on March 26, During his convalescence, his friend Thomas McGuane
suggested he write a novel, and Wolf: A False Memoir was the result. It is the story of a man who tells his life
story while searching for signs of a wolf in the northern Michigan wilderness. The title novella is an epic story
that spans 50 years and tells the tale of a father and three sons in the vast spaces of the northern Rocky
Mountains around the time of World War I. After publishing Warlock and Sundog , Harrison published Dalva
, one of his best-known novels. Throughout the narrative, Dalva invokes the memory of her pioneer
great-grandfather John Wesley Northridge, an Andersonville survivor during the Civil War and naturalist,
whose diaries vividly tell of the destruction of the Plains Indian way of life. Many of these characters are
featured also in The Road Home , a complex work using five narrators, including Dalva, her year-old son
Nelse, and her grandfather John Wesley Northridge II. Harrison has been described as trying to get at "the soul
history of where you live" in this sequel to Dalva, in this case rural Nebraska in the latter half of the 20th
century. After age 60, he published another dozen works of fiction, at least six more volumes of poetry, a
memoir Off to the Side, and The Raw and the Cooked: Although he continued writing in the novella format,
during these final years , Harrison refocused his efforts on the longer novel form. True North and its sequel
Returning to Earth True North examines the costs to a timber and mining family torn apart by alcoholism and
the moral recklessness of a war-damaged father. The novel contains two stories: Returning to Earth revisits the
characters and setting of True North 30 years later. The story has four narrators: Ultimately, the extended
family helps Donald end his life at the place of his choosing, and then draw on the powers of love and
commitment to reconcile loss and heal wounds borne for generations. Along the way, he falls into an affair
with a former student, reconnects with his big-shot son in San Francisco, confers on questions of life and lust
with an old doctor friend, and undertakes a project to rename all the states and their state birds. And as a poet,
Publishers Weekly called him "an untrammeled renegade genius. New and Collected Poems, [19] is a
sweeping review of his first eight books of poetry. In the introduction, Harrison writes: Harrison was
influenced by predecessors as diverse as the Russian modernist Sergei Yesenin Letters to Yesenin, [21] , Zen
literary traditions After Ikkyu and Other Poems, , and the American-English traditions of nature-writing
Saving Daylight, [22] , leading back to Wordsworth. In his collection of poetry is Songs of Unreason [23]
Copper Canyon Press, Harrison uses interconnected suites, brief lyrics, and rollicking narratives to explore
what it means to inhabit the world in atavistic, primitive, and totemistic ways. Longtime friends, they
corresponded for a number of years in terms of short wakas or haikus, and were both thrilled to subsequently
publish a book where the reader did not know who actually wrote each poem. In it, Harrison confronts aging
and death, taking a "flinty and psalmist look at mortality and wonder. However, after , he chose small
independent literary presses because, as he said in an interview: Here it is and they flop it out and they forget a
day later that they even published it. Harrison replied, "The age, undoubtedly! Or a proof that America loves
France, since it is said often over there that I am the most French of the American writers.
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3: Los Angeles Times - We are currently unavailable in your region
Jim Harrison's "Brown Dog" is a collection of his six novellas about the title character. I have read all the preceding
stories about Brown Dog, and save one, enjoyed them thoroughly. Having all novellas together in chronological order is
a convenience for fans of Harrison's Brown Dog, and the opportunity for those who have not yet been.

Brown Dog or B. There were creeks, beaver ponds, and small rivers where B. He was observant of the
multiple torments people seemed to have daily and felt lucky that he could resolve his own problems with a
couple of beers and a half dozen hours of trout fishing and if a female crossed his path whether fat or thin,
older or younger, it was a testament that heaven was on earth rather than somewhere up in the remote and
hostile sky. Brown Dog is a man of many paradoxes. I like his philosophy of working only hard enough so he
can be assured of spending plenty of time by himself fishing. This apparent selfishness is frequently
contradicted by his ready generosity. His parents basically disappeared on him and he was raised by his
grandfather, an experience which contributes both to his empathy for alienated people and to challenges in
long term commitments. He suspects he is part Indian, and as most of his friends are Indians he often plays the
role with non-Natives. He perpetually lusts after women, thin or fat, young or old, but somehow his open
outlook, humor, and ability to really listen captures their hearts. He forgives them when they take advantage of
him or get him into schemes that get him into trouble. For example, one lover is an anthropologist with an
academic agenda of finding some ancient Native burial mounds known to B. In another situation he ends up
becoming a stepfather to two children while their mother is in prison. Gretchen is an employment counselor
who goes to great lengths to help him in many ways over the years. Years before she had used her authority to
thoroughly review his school records and discovered that his intelligence was well above average which made
her question him sharply. If he could make a subsistence living repairing deer-hunting cabins, cutting
firewood or pulp why should he do more? As a tantalizer I will say that he sometimes has run-ins with the law
and has to go on the run. In one case he spends quite a while in Toronto. In another case, a personal quest
takes him to Los Angeles. The collision of B. This book was provided from the publisher as an e-book loan
through Netgalley.
4: REVIEW: 'Brown Dog,' by Jim Harrison - www.enganchecubano.com
Brown Dog, if you haven't yet run across him, has been the protagonist of five Harrison novellas since A thick new
collection, "Brown Dog: Novellas," assembles them all, and includes a.

5: Book review: â€˜Brown Dog,â€™ by Jim Harrison | Books | Dallas News
'Brown Dog: Novellas' by Jim Harrison Grove Press, pp., $27 Beginning with s "Legends of the Fall," Michigan-based
novelist and poet Jim Harrison has shown himself to be a master.

6: Brown Dog : Novellas by Jim Harrison | eBay
New York Times best-selling author Jim Harrison is one of America's most beloved writers, and of all his creations,
Brown Dog, a bawdy, reckless, down-on-his-luck Michigan Indian, has earned cult status with readers in the more than
two decades since his first appearance.

7: Brown Dog Quotes by Jim Harrison
Brown DogBy Jim Harrison(Grove Press; pages; $27)Jim Harrison not only achieved fame with "Legends of the Fall" in ,
he also revived a fictional form - the almost extinct novella. The.
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8: BROWN DOG by Jim Harrison | Kirkus Reviews
For the past 23 years, the great American author Jim Harrison has been writing lively novellas with the main character of
Brown Dog. The first appearance of this unforgettable scamp from Michigan.

9: Brown Dog Audiobook | Jim Harrison | www.enganchecubano.com
BROWN DOG By Jim Harrison Grove. pp. $27 Because much of his fiction is set in northern Michigan, Jim Harrison has
been dodging Hemingway comparisons for most of his nearly year career.
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